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Abstract
In this paper, the asymptotic behavior of the non-oscillatory solutions of neutral di%erence equations with maxima is
considered. Su2cient conditions for oscillation of all solutions are also obtained. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider the equation
72(xn + pnxn−k) + qn max
[n−l; n]
xs = 0; (1)
where [n − l; n] = {n − l; n − l + 1; n − l + 2; : : : ; n}. Recently, there has been a lot of activity
concerning the neutral di%erential equations with maxima [1–3,5,6], however, up to now, few papers
on the corresponding neutral di%erence equations with maxima have been investigated [4].
The main goal of the present paper is to obtain su2cient conditions for oscillation of all solutions
of Eq. (1), and the investigation of the asymptotic behavior of the nonoscillatory solutions.
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2. Auxiliary assertions
We shall say that conditions (H) are met if the following conditions hold:
H1: k and l are nonnegative integers;
H2: {pn} is a real sequence;
H3: {qn} is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers;
H4:
∑∞
n=n0 qn =∞.
Denition 1. The function f is said to eventually enjoy the property K if there exists n0 such that
for n¿n0 the function f enjoys the property K .
As is customary, a solution {xn} of (1) is said to be non-oscillary if xn ¡ 0 or xn ¿ 0 eventually.
Otherwise, it is said to be oscillatory.
DeHne the sequence {zn} as follows:
zn = xn + pnxn−k : (2)
Then from (1) it follows that
72zn =−qn max
[n−l; n]
xs = 0 (3)
and
7zn =7zn0 −
n∑
s=n0
qs max
[s−l; s]
xv: (4)
Lemma 2. Let conditions (H) hold and
p16pn6p26− 1: (5)
Then, the following assertions are valid:
(a) If xn ¿ 0 eventually, then either
zn ¡ 0; 7zn ¡ 0 and 7
2zn60; (6)
eventually and
lim
n→∞ zn = limn→∞ 7zn =−∞ (7)
or
zn ¡ 0; 7zn ¿ 0 and 7
2zn60; (8)
eventually and
lim
n→∞ zn = limn→∞ 7zn = 0: (9)
(b) If xn ¡ 0 eventually, then either
zn ¿ 0; 7zn ¿ 0; 72zn¿0; (10)
eventually and
lim
n→∞ zn = limn→∞ 7zn =∞ (11)
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or
zn ¿ 0; 7zn ¡ 0; 72zn60; (12)
eventually and (9) is valid.
Proof. (a) In this case, it follows from (3) that 72zn60 eventually and 7zn is an eventually
nonincreasing function. Then, either there exists the Hnite limit L=limn→∞7zn or limn→∞7zn=−∞.
If limn→∞7zn=−∞, then limn→∞ zn=−∞ and obviously (6) and (7) are valid. Let limn→∞7zn=L.
The following three cases are possible: (i) L¡ 0, (ii) L= 0, (iii) L¿ 0.
(i) In this case limn→∞ zn=−∞. From (2) it follows that the inequality zn ¿pnxn−k ¿p1xn−k is
valid. Hence, limn→∞ xn =∞. From (4) and H4 we obtain that limn→∞7zn =−∞ and we get to a
contradiction. Analogously we obtain a contradiction in the case (iii). Therefore, if there exists the
Hnite limit limn→∞7zn, then limn→∞7zn = 0 (the case (ii)). Since 7zn is an eventually decreasing
function, 7zn ¿ 0 eventnally and zn is an eventually increasing function. Then, either there exists the
Hnite limit limn→∞ zn =Mor limn→∞ zn =∞. If M ¿ 0; then from the inequality xn ¿ zn¿M=2, the
condition H4 and from (4) it follows that limn→∞7zn=−∞. Analogously, we get to a contradiction
when limn→∞ zn =∞. Hence, there exists the Hnite limit limn→∞ zn =M60: Suppose that M ¡ 0.
Then, the following inequalities are valid
M ¿zn¿pnxn−l ¿p1xn−l:
From the inequality xn−l ¿M=p1, H4 and from (4) we obtain limn→∞7zn =−∞ which contradicts
the fact that limn→∞7zn = 0: Therefore, limn→∞7zn = 0 and since zn is an eventually increasing
function, zn ¡ 0 eventually and thus relations (8) and (9) are valid.
The case (b) is considered analogously.
Lemma 3. Let conditions (H) hold and
− 16pn60: (13)
Then; the following assertions are valid:
(a) If xn ¡ 0 eventually; then relations (9) and (12) hold.
(b) If xn ¿ 0 eventually; then relations (8) and (9) hold.
Proof. (a) From (3) it follows that 72zn¿0 eventually and 7zn is an eventually nondecreasing
function. H4 implies that qn = 0 eventually and hence either 7zn ¿ 0 eventually or 7zn ¡ 0 even-
tually. Suppose that 7zn ¿ 0: Since 7zn is a nondecreasing function, then there exists a constant
c¿ 0 such that 7zn¿c eventually. Then limn→∞7zn =∞. From (2) we obtain the inequality
zn ¡pnxn−k6− xn−k
and therefore limn→∞ xn = −∞. On the other hand, from (2) and from the inequality zn ¿ 0 there
follows the estimate
xn ¿− pnxn−k¿xn−k :
The inequalities xn ¡ 0 and xn ¿xn−k eventually imply that xn is a bounded function which contra-
dicts the relation limn→∞ xn=−∞ proved above. Hence, 7zn ¡ 0 and zn is an eventually decreasing
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function. Let L = limn→∞7zn. Suppose that L¡ 0. Then, limn→∞ zn = −∞. From the inequality
xn ¡ zn it follows that limn→∞ xn =−∞ and then (4) implies the relation limn→∞7zn =+∞: The
contradiction obtained shows that L=0; i.e., limn→∞7zn =0: Suppose that zn ¡ 0 eventually. Since
zn is a decreasing function, there exists a constant c¡ 0 such that zn6c eventually. The inequality
zn ¿xn implies that xn6c eventually. From (4) it follows that limn→∞7zn =∞. The contradiction
obtained shows that zn ¿ 0 and since zn is an eventually decreasing function, then there exists the
Hnite limit M = limn→∞ zn. Suppose that M ¿ 0. Obviously, zn ¿M eventally. From (2) it follows
that
M ¡zn¡pnxn−k6− xn−k ;
i.e., xn−k ¡−M: From (4) we obtain that limn→∞7zn =∞; and we get to a contradiction. Hence,
M = 0, i.e., limn→∞ zn = 0 and since zn is a decreasing function, zn ¿ 0 eventually. Thus, it was
proved that if {xn} is an eventually negative solution of (1), then (9) and (12) are valid.
The assertion (b) is considered analogously.
Lemma 4. The sequence {xn} is an eventually negative solution of Eq. (1) if and only if {−xn}
is an eventually positive solution of equation
72(yn + pnyn−k) + qn min
[n−l; n]
ys = 0: (1′)
The assertion of Lemma 3 is immediately veriHed.
3. Main results
Theorem 5. Let conditions H hold and
− 1¡p6pn60: (14)
Then; if {xn} is a nonoscillatory solution of (1); then limn→∞ xn = 0.
Proof. Let xn ¿ 0 eventually. Lemma 3 implies that zn ¡ 0 eventually and limn→∞ zn=0: From the
inequally zn ¡ 0 and (14) it follows that
xn ¡−pnxn−k ¡ xn−k :
Hence, xn is bounded. Let c=limn→∞ sup xn and suppose that c¿ 0: Choose a subsequence {ni}∞i=1⊂{n}
such that limi→∞ni =∞ and limi→∞ xni = c: Let d = limi→∞ sup xni−k . Obviously, d6c. Choose a
subsequence {nj}⊂{ni} such that d= limj→∞ xnj−k and pass to the limit in the inequality
znj¿xnj + pxnj−k
as j →∞. We obtain that
0¿c + pd¿c + pc = c(1 + p)¿ 0:
The contradiction obtained shows that limn→∞ sup xn = 0 and limn→∞ xn = 0. Analogously the case
is considered when xn ¡ 0 eventually.
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Theorem 6. Let conditions H and (5) hold. Then if {xn} is a bounded nonoscillatory solution of
(1); then limn→∞ xn = 0.
Proof. Let xn ¿ 0 eventually. Since xn is bounded, it follows from (2) that zn is also bounded and
Lemma 2 implies that limn→∞ zn=0 and that {zn} is an eventually increasing negative sequence. Let
c= limn→∞ sup xn. As in the proof of Theorem 5, choose subsequences {ni} and {nj} and, passing
to the limit in the inequality
znj6xnj + p2xnj−k
as j →∞, we get to a contradiction. Hence, limn→∞ sup xn = 0 and limn→∞ xn = 0.
Theorem 7. Let conditions H1–H3; (5) hold and
0¡q16qn6q2: (15)
Then; if {xn} is an eventually positive solution of (1); Lemma 1 implies that either limn→∞ xn=∞
or limn→∞ xn = 0:
Proof. Lemma 1 implies that either limn→∞ zn =−∞ or limn→∞ zn = 0. Let limn→∞ zn =−∞: The
inequalities
zn ¿pnxn−k¿p1xn−k
are valid. From the inequality zn¿p1xn−k it follows that limn→∞ xn=∞. Let limn→∞ zn=0: Lemma
1 implies that in this case {zn} is an eventually negative increasing sequence. Suppose that {xn}
does not tend to zero as n → ∞. Then C = limn→∞ sup xn ¿ 0 (if xn is unbounded, set C to be
an arbitrary positive constant). There exists a subsequence {ni}∞i=1⊂{n} such that ni+1 − ni ¿ l and
xni ¿C=2 for each i ∈ N . Thus, the inequality
max
[n−l; n]
xs ¿
C
2
; n ∈ [ni; ni+l]
holds. From the last inequality and from (15) there follows the estimate
ni+l∑
s=ni
qs max
[s−l; s]
xv¿
Cq1l
2
: (16)
From the deHnition of the sequence {ni} and from (16) it follows that
∞∑
s=n0
qs max
[s−l; s]
xv¿
∞∑
i=1
ni+l∑
s=ni
qs max
[s−; s]
xv¿
∞∑
1
q1lC
2
=∞:
Then, from (4) we obtain that limn→∞7zn=−∞. On the other hand, Lemma 1 implies that 7zn ¿ 0
eventually. The contradiction obtained shows that limn→∞ xn = 0.
Theorem 8. Let conditions H1–H3; (15) hold and pn ≡ −1. Then; if {xn} is a positive solution of
(1); then limn→∞ xn = 0.
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Proof. Lemma 3 implies that limn→∞ zn = 0 and zn is an eventually increasing negative function.
Suppose that xn does not tend to zero as n → ∞: From the inequality zn ¡ 0 and form (2) it
follows that xn ¡xn−k eventually. Therefore, xn is bounded. Let limn→∞ sup xn = C. It is clear that
C¿ 0 under the assumption we made. There exists a subsequence {ni}∞i=1 such that ni+1 − ni ¿ l
and xni ¿C=2. Obviously, the following inequality
max
[n−l; n]
xs ¿
C
2
; n ∈ [ni; ni+l]
holds. Further on the proof of the theorem is completed in exactly the same way as in the proof of
Theorem 3.
At the end we shall state a few su2cient conditions for oscillation of all solutions.
Theorem 9. Let conditions H be met and let at least one of the following conditions:
16p16pn6p2; (17)
06pn6p61; (18)
pn ≡ 1; (19)
hold. Then each solution of (9) oscillates.
Proof. Suppose that this is not true and let {xn} be a nonoscillatory solution of (1). We shall
consider in detail the case xn ¿ 0 eventually. The other case is investigated analogously.
Let (17) hold. From xn ¿ 0, it follows 72zn60 eventually and 7zn is nonincreasing. From
H4 we obtain that 7zn = 0 eventually. Suppose that limn→∞ zn = C¡∞ we shall show that
limn→∞ infxn ¿ 0. Suppose that limn→∞ inf xn = 0: Choose a sequence {ni}∞i=1⊂{n} such that
limi→∞ni =∞ and limi→∞ xni−k = 0: It follows that from (2) that limi→∞ xni = C. The following
estimate is valid:
zni+k¿xni+k + pni+kxni ¿pni+kxni¿p1xni :
Then, letting i→∞ we get that C¿p1C¿C. So limi→∞ inf xn ¿ 0. There exists a constant d¿ 0
such that xn¿d eventually. From (4) and from H4 it follows that limn→∞7zn=−∞ which contra-
dicts 7zn ¿ 0. Hence, limn→∞ zn =∞. From (2) there follows the inequalities:
pn+kzn = pn+kxn + pnpn+kxn−k ;
zn+k = xn+k + pn+kxn:
The above two inequalities imply that
xn+k − pnpn+kxn−k = zn+k − pn+kzn:
On the other hand,
zn+k − pn+kzn = zn+k − zn + (pn+k − 1)zn =
k−1∑
i=0
7zn+i − (pn+k − 1)zn:
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Since, 7zn is a nonincreasing positive function and limn→∞ zn =∞, (17) implies the relation
lim
n→∞ (xn+k − pn+kpnxn−k) =−∞:
Again from (17) it follows that limn→∞ xn=∞. Further on as above we come to the conclusion that
limn→∞7zn =−∞. The contradiction obtained shows that if (17) hold, then (1) has no eventually
positive solutions.
Let (18) holds. As in the previous case it is proved that 72zn60; 7zn ¿ 0 and zn ¿ 0 eventually.
If we suppose that limn→∞ zn=c (c¡∞), we get to a contradiction as above. Hence, limn→∞ zn=∞.
The following equality is valid:
xn+k − pnpn+kxn−k = zn+k − pn+kzn:
Then,
zn+k − pn+kzn = (1− pn+k)zn+k + pn+k(zn+k − zn)
= (1− pn+k)zn+k + pn+k(7zn+k−1 + · · ·+7zn):
Since, 7zn is nonincreasing positive, then from (19) and from the relation limn→∞ zn=∞, it follows
that
lim
n→∞ (xn+k − pnpn+kxn−k) =∞:
Hence, limn→∞ xn =∞: and the proof is completed as in the previous case.
Let (19) hold. As in the Hrst case it is proved that 72zn60; 7zn ¿ 0 and zn ¿ 0 eventually. From
the equalities
zn = xn + xn−k ;
zn+k = xn+k + xn:
We obtain that
xn+k − xn−k = zn+k − zn:
On the other hand, since zn is eventually increasing, then xn+k ¿ xn−k eventually and hence limn→∞
inf xn ¿ 0. Further on, as in the case when (17) hold, the relation limn→∞7zn = −∞ is proved,
which contradicts the inequality 7zn ¿ 0 eventually.
4. Some remarks and examples
Remark 1. In Theorem 5 in the case when pn¡ 0 eventually we do not consider the oscillatory
behavior of (1). Because under this consideration Eq. (1) always has a nonoscillatory solution. We
shall illustrate the fact in the following Example 1.
Example 1. Consider the equation
72(xn + pxn−k) + q max
[n−l; n]
xs = 0; (20)
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where k; l; p and q are real constants, k and l are positive integers, p¡ 0, and q¿ 0. It is easy to
prove that Eq. (20) has an eventually negative solution in the form {xn|xn = −e−cn}, where c¿ 0
satisHes the equation
(e−c − 1)2(1 + peck) + q= 0: (21)
In fact, let F(c)= (e−c − 1)2(1 + peck)+ q. Then F(0)= q¿ 0. On the other hand, since p¡ 0;
limc→∞ F(c) =−∞. Thus, Eq. (21) has a root c0 ∈ (0;∞).
Remark 2. Example 1 also illustrate Theorems 1, 2, and 4.
Remark 3. Theorem 3 is valid for both positive and negative solutions of the neutral equation
without maxima of the form:
72(yn + pnyn−k) + qnyn−l = 0: (22)
However, the asseration of Theorem 3 is not valid if {xn} is an eventually negative solution of Eq.
(1). We shall illustrate this fact in following Example 2. Lemma 3 gives us the possibility to reduce
the problem to the positive solution of Eq. (1′).
Example 2. Consider the equation
72(yn − 2yn−2) + qn min
[n−2; n]
ys = 0; (23)
where qn = (2e2 − 1)(e−2 − 1)2e−n( min
[n−2; n]
{s + e−s})−1 and the sequence {n} is deHned in the
following way:
n =
{
0; if n= 2m;m ∈ {0; 1; 2; : : :};
2m+ 1; if n= 2m+ 1; m ∈ {0; 1; 2; : : :}:
A straightforward veriHcation yields that the sequence {yn|yn=n+e−n} is an eventually positive
solution of Eq. (23). Moreover, since y2m = e−2m and y2m+1 = 2m+ 1 + e−(2m+1); limn→∞ inf yn = 0
and limn→∞ supyn =∞. On the other hand, the equalities
e−n6 min
[n−2; n]
(s + e−s)6e−n+2
imply that ((2e2− 1)(e−2− 1)2=e2)6qn6(2e2− 1)(e−2− 1)2, i.e., condition (15) holds. Since (5) is
also valid, the conditions of Theorem 3 are met. Yet, as we have shown, Eq. (1′) has unbounded
positive solutions for which limn→∞ yn = 0. From Lemma 3 it follows that there exist eventually
negative unbounded solutions of Eq. (1) such that limn→∞ sup xn = 0.
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